The first international set to assess “Sustainability Literacy”
The Sulitest is a set of tools (including an international reference MCQ test) that are simple, flexible and easy to access, allowing today’s and tomorrow’s economic and political leaders to assess, acquire or improve their knowledge of sustainable development issues, disseminate this knowledge within their organizations, and integrate it into their practices and strategies.

And concretely?

- **The Test**
  - *Learn & Assess*
  - Flagship tools for learning

- **The Quiz & Explorer**
  - *Challenge your teams*
  - *Discover Concepts & Challenges*
  - Generally reserved for animations and companies
  - To raise awareness of the issues of sustainable development and CSR

- **The Customization**
  - *Design your own experience*
  - To customize and enhance your experience

850 Universities and corporations
67 Countries
106,846 Tests taken in the world
WHY SHOULD YOUR STUDENTS TAKE THE “TEST”? 

The test consists of 30 questions in the core module and several country specific or SDG specific modules, addressing various topics at different scales. It allows you not only to raise awareness and assess your students’ knowledge of Sustainable Development concepts at international and national level, but also to set up a specific module designed around your subject.

**CORE MODULES**
- International Questions

**SPECIFIC MODULES**
- Country specific modules
- SDG related modules

**SURVEYS**
- Socio-demographic study + ESD (students only)

**CUSTOMIZED MODULES**
- Questions / studies specifically created by and for an organization

The customizable modules allow you to create personalized questions, related to your subjects and the issues addressed, as well as gaming learning sessions.
HOW CAN STUDENTS TAKE THE SULITEST?

• Sessions

Once the session is created, you get a code specific to that session. Thanks to this code, your students can pass this assignment.

- Test learning mode:
  - 30 questions
  - Unlimited time
  - Individual

- Test Exam mode:
  - 30 questions
  - 40 minutes
  - Individual

- Quiz:
  - 10 questions
  - Team play

• Results

Candidates get their individual score (and a comparison to compare with others) at the end of the test.

As an examiner, you get the scores of all the candidates for the sessions as well as the overall statistics.

www.sulitest.org • contact@sulitest.org